Mental Health Room
brought to you by COrGI
Chemists for Outreach and Graduate Inclusion

PURPOSE
A safe space for graduate students to take appointments or have a moment alone.

Effective Monday, October 23rd
To reserve follow this Calendly link
The form will ask for a name and email. You may enter "reserved" and "cornellcorgi@gmail.com" to preserve anonymity.

Location: ST Olin G63

It has come to our attention that booking the mental health room using a shared google calendar was not inclusive for everyone in the community. Therefore, we are switching to Calendly, a booking platform that will allow everyone reserve anonymously.

MORE INFO ON BOOKING CHANGES

OTHER RESOURCES
We greatly appreciate feedback and suggestions from our community! Check out our anonymous feedback portal here!

Want to learn more about us? Check out COrGI’s website here!

Questions? Ask the COrGi committee: Shelby Shankel, Reagan Dreiling, Alex Macbeth, Katie Bracken, Julianna Koehl, and Tyler Ball